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What is the Edge?

• The edge is a location, not a thing.

• There are lots of edges, but the edge we care about is the edge of the last-mile 
network. 

• This edge has two sides: an infrastructure edge and a device edge. 

• Compute will exist on both sides, working in coordination with the centralized cloud
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No clear definition as yet…but we are getting closerSome say we are coming to the third act of the Internet, leaping forward from the local & regional networks into edge deployments, bringing applications and access to devices through edge infrastructureDevice Edge The Device Edge consists of devices and servers on the “downstream” side of the last-mile network, such as: • Self-contained end-point devices, such as smart-phones, wearables and automobiles. • Gateway devices such as IoT aggregators, switching and routing devices. • On-premise server platforms. To connect to the internet, equipment on the Device Edge must utilize some form of last-mile network, such as that provided by a wireless cellular or cable system operator. Infrastructure Edge The Infrastructure Edge consists of equipment on the “upstream” side of the last-mile network. In the context of communication networks, the Infrastructure Edge consists of the Access Edge and The Regional Edge. Edge computing at the Infrastructure Edge consists of compute platforms which are collocated with: • Access sites which house network access equipment, such as cellular radio base stations, xDSL and xPON access sites. • Aggregation hubs, such as those which house DAS (Distributed Antenna Systems) and serve as an initial aggregation of transmission connections from the access sites. • Regional data centers and central offices, where access controller, switching equipment and other service gateway functionality is commonly deployed.There will still be a reliance on Cloud Computing infra – but where will the cloud be? 
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Edge is a global Phenomenon, with huge growth potential





Why is it important?

Speed
Human Speed is being 

replaced by Machine Speed

Scale
Billions of new devices are being 

connected to the Internet

Automation
Automated infrastructure & 
Device deployment is the 

norm

Expectation
People expect more ‘multi-
dimensional’ experiences
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From Human Speeds to Machine Speeds The original internet was designed for humans: humans loading web pages, humans reading email, humans watching movies. This is why today’s internet—while fast enough for most humans—appears glacial when machines talk to machines. Take for example a robotic drone flying at 60 miles-per-hour. At this rate, it will travel the length of a football field in 4 seconds. Avoiding collisions may require decision-support from an edge server and a delay of 100ms could cause it to crash into something 10 feet away. As more and more machines come online, businesses will seek to apply the power of server-side processing to their behaviors. This will require an edge-enabled internet that operates at machine speeds. As we re-architect the Internet to reduce latency and jitter on the round-trip path, we create a platform to satisfy the demand for machine-speed edge applications. From Millions of Devices to Billions of Devices We are living in a world that already has billions of cell phones, each with a network connection. Increasingly, every car, light socket, factory robot, wall switch, and appliance will have a network connection too. Most electronic devices and systems—whether they operate in cars, in homes, in factories, on street lights, on street corners or on our persons—will have a connection to the internet. These devices will collectively generate zettabytes of data, and edge computing will activate that data and put it to work. Edge computing will place processing power close to the data, thereby enabling lightning-fast analysis in near real time. It will also obviate much of the delays, costs, and complexities of sending all the collected data back to a centralized location for processing. From Fixed to Automated Infrastructure and Clouds Developers now have many abstraction layers for building and deploying applications worldwide, often on machines they never touch or see, such as those owned by the public cloud providers. These abstractions give developers and enterprises the convenience and economics of provisioning compute, storage, networking, and other services—nearly instantaneously—from a web browser, a command line, or even programmatic system. As infrastructure automation and cloud moves to the edge, they will further abstract the complexities of distributed architectures. As more developers become familiar with cloud automated infrastructure, and more enterprises adopt modern continuous-delivery models of development, the edge will become a natural and common way build and enhance applications, much like CDNs are today. These trends will accelerate the edge. From Flat Experiences to Multidimensional Experiences Anybody who has used an Oculus headset or played Pokemon Go can see how we are moving from a world dominated by the flat, static, two-dimensional internet into a world filled with rich, multidimensional experiences, such as virtual reality, augmented reality, and tactile applications. These multidimensional experiences will extend far beyond gaming. For example, they may include remote and robotic surgery, which will depend on presenting complex, real-time feedback to the surgeon. Any lag in this experience will drastically impact the surgeon’s ability to precisely control the outcome. These new experiences will demand the low-latency capabilities of edge computing.



How does it impact Data?

Access to data will be expected 
and Implicit

Can we share the data? Can we 
monetise it? If so, how?

Data is coming from 
everywhere – in new formats 

Huge increase in volumes –
149Zb by 2024
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Massive increases in volume – but where does it go? How much of it is usable? We need new networks before we get to this point.Data coming from everywhere, everything, and in new ways.  Do we really need to stream a video all the way back to the cloud?Can we share data? How do we go from making our data an IT cost centre, into something that delivers business value? Most organisations that we work with collect a hug morass of data, without an idea of what they are looking to achieve with that data – and by the time they can do something with it – it is out if date….And what about privacy and the contract with the end user? As we move towards our mult-dimensional experiences, will people more or less happy to share information – and to what cost? Can we build privacy into new business models? Is their a one size fits all approach to the edge and its applications or will we need to adapt?



A quick look at Industry 4.0

The Edge will impact all areas:

• Logistics & Warehousing

• Asset Tracking

• Operational Automation

• Security Enforcement

• Diagnostics & Maintenance

• Remote Operations
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Industry 4.0Manufacturing industries face tremendous disruptions with increased market competition and unprecedented end-user demands for personalized and customized products. These disruptions traverse all facets of manufacturing including, logistics and warehousing, asset tracking, operational automation, security enforcement, diagnostics and maintenance, and remote operations. The Industry 4.0 initiative provides a framework for transforming manufacturing to address industry disruptions. Industry 4.0 emphasizes operational agility using technologies that bring convergence between cyber and physical systems. Industry 4.0 requires horizontal integration across operational technology functions and vertical integration between operational and information technologies. 



What can we do about it?

Have a clear strategy and align your data use with the business

Think about new, disruptive models – the Edge (right now) is very much an 
ecosystem and new technologies are coming to market all the time

Look to partner with other organisations and expand your reach

Build up small scale Pilots or Proof of Concepts to deliver new opportunities

Be brave! 



Thank You!
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